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Welcome
Welcome to the Kick-off event for The Metaphysical Unity of Science
(MetaScience) ERC project! The project officially started in September
2018 and will continue until August 2023. The team is now complete and
we are starting project activities in earnest: reading groups, workshops,
panel discussions, visitors, and so on. Everyone is welcome to our events
and we hope to see many of you again over the coming years. Today you
will be hearing talks from the project’s distinguished Advisory Board.
The project operates in an area of philosophy which has recently been
gaining quite a bit of momentum: the metaphysics of science. As the
name suggests, this area combines research in metaphysics and
philosophy of science. The project’s primary research question is what, if
anything, unifies the natural sciences (primarily biology, chemistry, and
physics)? This is a question that has been asked many times before, but
in contemporary philosophy it is often thought that instead of being
unified, the sciences are disunified. The thought is that there is no single
relation that unifies all the sciences and that the higher-level sciences are
autonomous. However, at the same time it is clear that there must be
something in common in all the sciences since everything that they study
is, after all, made from the same “building blocks”.
To make progress on this issue, we can ask some further questions. What
does it mean for one scientific phenomenon to be explained in terms of
another? Under what conditions does scientific unification take place? In
philosophy, these questions are often discussed under the rubric of
reduction. Typically, in asking whether one phenomenon reduces to
another, we aim to understand what the ultimate or fundamental basis
of the first phenomenon is. In the mid to late 20th century, there was a
hope to reduce all higher-level phenomena to fundamental physics. But
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this quickly turned out to be too ambitious. Instead, we must turn to
more localised questions and take advantage of the recent advances in
metaphysics, where many other relations besides reduction have been
studied. These include realization, ontological dependence, and
metaphysical grounding. The MetaScience project aims employ this
metaphysical toolbox in case studies at the biology-chemistry and the
chemistry-physics interfaces.
We hope you enjoy the event and please do feel free to ask any questions
about the project!
Tuomas Tahko (University of Bristol)
Principal Investigator
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Programme
09.00 - 09.30 Complimentary breakfast rolls available
09.30 - 09.45 Project Lead Tuomas Tahko (Bristol)

Opening Words
09.45 - 10.45 Alexander Bird (King’s College London)

Is there metascientific knowledge? Realism, Anti
Realism, and the Unity of Science
10.45 - 11.00 Break for coffee
11.00 - 12.00 Robin Hendry (Durham)

How (Some) Disciplines Emerge
12.00 - 13.00 Lunch
13.15 - 14.15 Jessica Wilson (Toronto)

The Structure of Justification in the Theoretical Disciplines
14.15 - 14.30 Break for coffee
14.30 - 15.30 Max Kistler (Paris 1-Panthéon Sorbonne)

Natural determination, grounding, downward causation
15:30 - 15.45 Break for coffee
15.45 - 16.45 Alyssa Ney (UC Davis)

What Are We Talking About When We Talk About the
Emergence of Spacetime?
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Abstracts
Alexander Bird (King’s College London)
Is there metascientific knowledge? Realism, Anti-Realism, and the Unity
of Science
The No-Miracles Argument (NMA) and the Pessimistic Meta-Induction
(PMI) are two global meta-scientific arguments—arguments that aim to
draw conclusions for or against scientific realism from general
considerations about science. I argue that we have reasons to reject both
arguments. In particular, both arguments assume a methodological
unity to science. I reject that assumption and argue instead that at most
there may be local arguments regarding the efficacy of theorising in a
particular field. In summary, we should not expect there to be global
meta-scientific arguments that trump or second-guess the first-order
arguments presented by the scientists themselves.

Robin Hendry (Durham University)
How (Some) Disciplines Emerge
It is often assumed that successful engagement of a special science with
physics must support a reductionist view of that science. I argue on the
contrary that the key twentieth-century successes in quantum chemistry
were achieved by emergentist methods: a synthesis of indispensable
explanatory principles drawn from the two sciences.
I develop an emergentist view of the metaphysics of special sciences,
drawing on the work of C.D. Broad, and defending it against objections
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and (what I argue to be) important misunderstandings of it. I then go on
to argue that chemistry and soft-matter physics are indeed emergent
physical sciences. By an ‘emergent science’, I mean one that studies
phenomena which can be, and often must be, understood in terms of
principles which are, in some sense, independent of more fundamental
physical principles. By a ‘physical science’, I mean one that studies
essentially physical phenomena: those arising from processes involving
physical entities, and governed by physical laws.
One might imagine that the best way for philosophers and scientists to
address the question of whether, for any particular special science, its
subject matter is reducible to physics, would be to develop reductionist
and non-reductionist accounts such as the one I give above, and then
compare them in detail with how that special science has engaged with
physics. It is rather surprising how seldom this is done.

Jessica Wilson (University of Toronto)
The Structure of Justification in the Theoretical Disciplines (with Stephen
Biggs)
It is common to assume that there is a substantive question of whether
a given theoretical discipline (science, logic, math, metaphysics) is a priori
or a posteriori, reflecting whether the justification for theories in the
discipline proceeds via an a priori or an a posteriori mode of inference.
We argue that, since the justification for theory choice in all theoretical
disciplines relies on abduction (i.e., inference to the best explanation),
there is a puzzle about how there can be a substantive question here---a
puzzle that is exacerbated given that (as Biggs and I have argued in a
series of papers) abduction is a priori. We suggest that the resolution of
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this puzzle proceeds via recognizing that justification in the theoretical
disciplines has an underlying two-factor or `two-dimensional' structure,
with one dimension involving the justification of certain conditionals,
which justification proceeds a priori via abduction, and a second
dimension involving the justification of the antecedents of these
conditionals, which justification may proceed either a priori or a
posteriori, depending on the discipline at issue.

Max Kistler (Paris 1-Panthéon Sorbonne)
Natural determination, grounding, downward causation
I consider two contributions to piecemeal unification of science: natural
determination of objects by their parts and downward causation.
1. Emergent determination (truthmaker of intertheoretic reduction) is
a particular form of grounding. Grounding is one sort of asymmetric,
irreflexive, transitive dependence relation. Grounding is factive; relations
of the same form among fictional entities are not grounding. Emergent
determination shares some but not all features with causation, another
form of natural determination. A) Both come in specific and non-specific
forms, B) Both can be indeterminate. Both of these features distinguish
natural from non-natural forms of grounding, such as logical (p, q
ground p&q) and set-theoretical (Socrates grounds {Socrates}).
2. Unity of science is also advanced by the discovery of downward causal
influence, such as the impact of psychotherapy on the brain. I sketch two
models of downward causation (in terms of structural equations and
dynamical systems) that show it to be compatible with physicalism.
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Alyssa Ney (UC Davis)
What Are We Talking About When We Talk About the Emergence of
Spacetime?
Those working on quantum gravity often speak of the "emergence" of
spacetime from more fundamental frameworks that do not contain
spacetime, or at least the continuum spacetime of general relativity.
However, the case of spacetime in quantum gravity is significantly
different from the situation with respect to other phenomena for which
it has been useful to consider claims of emergence. In those other
debates, claims of emergence are advanced for the purpose of drawing
conclusions about the unity (or disunity) of science, conclusions that then
have practical consequences for the advancement (or not) of certain
research programs. I will argue that the majority of proposals for
"emergent" spacetime in quantum theories of gravity appear rather to
challenge the idea that spacetime is an emergent phenomenon, not
explicate it. I will discuss what a proposal for emergent spacetime in
quantum gravity would look like, and how it would provide a more radical
metaphysical or epistemic point of view on questions about the unity of
science (in this case, physics).
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Notes
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We hope you have enjoyed your time in Bristol.
Please join us for a drink after the conference at the
Cosy Club, 31 Corn Street, BS1 1HT

www.metascience.xyz
metascience-project@bristol.ac.uk
Twitter: @MetaScienceEU
www.facebook.com/MetaScienceEU
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